
 
Friday 13 was not that bad at all but Saturday was like right out of a 

picture postcard ordered by Guido. 
 
 

  
 

Let’s just start with the sensation:  
Helmut Tacke reached the time of 87.3 

seconds over the measured distance 1000 
meters which is a new world record with 
a valid measurement in an international 

competition.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Once the framework having been 
organized and the plane (Twin Otter) made available by the 

association thanks to Guido Bleckmann (chief instructor) the flight 
results could be followed almost simultaneously on the internet. This 

was made possible by the enormous support and help from Klaus 
Rheinwald / PARALOG and Steffen „Kaba“ Kawallek.  

On www.wingsuitcompetition.com  you are able to get  the results as 
well as information about the pilots (wingsuit/ vertical speed/ etc.) and 

the performance curve of the flight competiton runs. 
 

Presentation ceremony Time Pro  



Which looked like this in the case of Helmut Tacke: 

 
 
 
 

 
Rolf (the indispensable helping hand) and 
Solveig took turns at the landing area to 

collect the electronic devices and hand them 
over to Klaus and Kaba as fast as possible. 

 
The Twin Otter was available for the whole 

weekend. On Saturday the record of the 
association was broken: 

22 loads with 426 slots  in 
total! 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

Until sunset all the participants were done with their time runs but two 
more loads were possible with bigger flock formations. Jarno Cordia, 

who came as a competitor, load organizer and coach from the 
Netherlands, organised a beautiful flock formation with 15 wingsuit 

pilots who had a blast up to  separation. ? 

 
 

Later all the videos and different camera perspectives were evaluated 
together with Jarno who never got tired of sharing his knowledge until 

the late night and caused quite a lot of moments of sudden insights. 
 
 

Our well-being was taken care of: 
 

 
 

Danja Werner had cooked 
excellently. There was nice 
chilli, pasta and ratatouille 

on Friday and chicken, 
veggy rice, potatoes and 
gravy on Saturday. The 

culinary delight was 
crowned by a gorgeous fruit 

salad. 
 



Of course, the obligatory Jester Tart wasn’t missing on Saturday and 
Sunday.  

 

 
 

In the evening, like last year, Guido organized nice cool Fiege draft 
beer and thanks to that it got late and cosy at the campfire. 

 

 
 

This year we were extremely happy to see many new faces.                           
  

In total there were 30 pilots participating. Among them 4 tracksuit 
participants because they haven’t yet reached the minimum of 200 

jumps but none the less were following the sporty thought of taking 
part - which is what counts. 

This was rewarded right away: Kaj Sewald was able to take home a 
brand-new wingsuit as he came terrificly close to his own estimated 

time at the PokerRun.  



 
 

Florian Kaschuba made the distance 
of 1262m with a tracksuit leaving 

some experienced wingsuiters 
behind. 

 
 

 
The new catagory „Time Intermediate“ was introduced to give a 
chance to those participants who started with smaller suits and/or 
unfavourable wingload ? and weren’t even close to reach world 
record times . 

 
As always, at the Time Run all three 
competition times were measured 
together but only the pilots who 
passed the 50 second limit in no ne 
of the three jumps stayed in the 
Intermediate Category. This new 
regulation found great approval 
even of the pros who had to expect 
lower prizes this way. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Toni Stadler (14), probably the youngest  

wingsuit pilot worldwide, started in a Birdman S6 
and held place 12 from 22 in the Intermediate 

Category.  
    
 
 
 
 

Presentation ceremon y Time Intermediate  



At the award ceremony on the rainy Sunday afternoon almost every 
participant was still present. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Tobi, who participated in the 
competition despite of a heavy 
cold, was represented by his 
little son David. We were happy 
that he managed to come a little 
later for some photos on the 
medallists’ podium. 
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Here you find the final results: 
  

Time Pro: 
1.Helmut Tacke 74.9 78.0 87.3 240.2 
2.Tobi Scherrinsky 69.3 67.9 65.3 202.5 
3.Tim Hedderich 65.4 67.6 65.0 198.0 
4.Tony Uragallo 69.4 57.6 70.6 197.6 
5.Jarno Cordia 63.7 56.3 65.0 185.0 

 
Time Intermediate: 

1.Daniela Busatta  46.9 45.5 44.8 137.2 
2.Sandro Böhme 46.8 43.9 45.5 135.8 
3.Christian Stadler 42.9 46.5 45.6 135.0 

 
Distance: 

1.Tony Uragallo 2975m 
2.Helmut Tacke 2557m 
3.Tobi Scherrinsky 2343m 

 
PokerRun: 

name  estimated actual dif. place 
Bayat, Yuri 43.7 37.4 -6.3 17 

Böhme, Sandro  45.0 45.5 +0.5 2 

Böhme, Susanne 45.0 42.1 -2.9 11 

Brachmann, Oliver 39.3 38.7 -0.6 3 

Busatta, Daniela 46.0 44.8 -1.2 6 

Cordia, Jarno 63.0 65.0 +2.0 10 

Cruz, Jose 35.0 26.6 -8.4 22 

Engelbrecht, Martina 41.5 42.5 +1.0 5 

Hedderich, Tim 67.0 65.0 -2.0 10 

Hurth, Oliver 41.0 39.6 -1.4 8 

Janßen, Dirk 33.0 25.8 -7.2 19 

Jongkees, Rob 50.0 48.7 -1.3 7 

Kaschuba, Florian 30.5 31.2 +0.7 4 

Le Bas, Charley 57.9 51.0 -6.9 18 

Lüdtke, Lutz 58.0 61.4 +3.4 12 

Manz, Volker 37.5 37.4 -0.1 1 

Müller, Jan 36.2 33.3 -2.9 11 

Phillips, Andrew 32.0 33.5 +1.5 9 

Piotrowski, Lutz 44.0 38.0 -6.0 16 



Piredda, Alex 24.9 24.4 -0,5 2 

Rüber, Kai 45.6 45.0 -0,6 3 

Scherrinsky, Tobi 72.8 65.3 -7,5 21 

Sewald, Kaj 22.8 22.7 -0,1 1 

Stadler, Christian 46.8 45.6 -1.2 6 

Stadler, Toni 41.2 39.2 -2.0 10 

Tacke, Helmut 80.0 87.3 +7.3 20 

Uragallo, Tony 76.0 70.6 -5.4 15 

Wagner, Denny 47.0 41.9 -5.1 14 

Werner, Mathias 41.4 37.3 -3.8 13 

Wietschorke, Jogi 47.3 41.3 -6.0 16 

 
 
 

Prizes: 
 

Time Pro:  
 

1. place     800 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt 
2. place     600 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt 
3. place     400 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt  
4. place     200 €    + cup + T-Shirt   
5. place     100 €    + cup + T-Shirt             
 

Time Intermediate:  
 

1. place     300 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt 
2. place     200 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt   
3. place     100 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt   

 
Distance: 
 

1. place     300 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt 
2. place     200 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt   
3. place     100 €    + cup + certificate + T-Shirt   

 



 
 
Poker Run: 
 
Prizes: 
1 x S-Fly Expert Wingsuit black/desert size M 
2 x CYPRES Maintenance Certificates 
1 x Reserve pack job by Tobi Scherrinsky 
1 x Reserve pack job by Thomas Vilter 
1 x Paralog Software 
1 x Birdman Jeans B.A.S.E. dark  
1 x Birdman T-Shirt black size M 
1 x Birdman T-Shirt black size XL 
div. WoM 2010 T-Shirts dif. sizes 
3 x „LEF Pralle Zeiten“ (book) 
2 x USB Sticks 4GB Cypres 
3 x Jester Sticks  
2 x Jim Beam Patte  
10 x Poster Cypres 
4 x Cup Sets Cypres 
1 x AirBlade Cypres 
6 x 2 Pond Flags Cypres 
Cypres: div. ballpoint pens, lip balms, pull up cords, patches, stickers 

 
Regarding the PokerRun the participants were given cards which 

entitled them to choose their prizes presented on a table in accordance 
to the order in which they had met the most accurate estimate (best 

estimate first / worst last).  There could have been a problem because 
there were double winners on the 3 first places but everything worked 

out fine. 
 



 
1. choice:  Volker Manz / Kaj Sewald   0 .1 
2. choice:    Sandro Böhme / Alex Piredda   0.5 
3. choice:    Oliver Brachmann / Kai Rüber   0.6 
4. choice:    Florian Kaschuba   0.7 
5. choice:    Martina Engelbrecht   1.0 
6. choice:    Daniela Busatta / Christian Stadler   1.2 
etc. 

 
Both Kaj Sewald and Volker Manz were out by 0.1 seconds of their 

flight time in time jump n° 3 and took both first place. 
 

They decided to draw lots: Kaj got the wingsuit and Volker chose  the 
voucher for a 4 years or 8 years Cypres maintenance. 

 
 
 

This year the SkyJester’s Wingsuit Special Award was awarded for the 
3rd time and went to Jarno M. Cordia who makes a wholehearted 

effort for the sport with activities like Fly like Brick and many others. 
He provides 3D animations, teaching videos, software etc. 

and never gets tired to share his 
knowledge and infects everybody 

with his enthusiasm. 
 
 
 
 
 

Finally, there was SkyJester  tart 
once more and then good bye to 

all those who came from far 
away like  the couple Sandro and 
Susanne Böhme who have been 
supporting SkyJester’s Wings 

over Marl with their participation 
right from the beginning. This 
year they brought along two 



more jumpers: Yuri and Oliver from Schweighofen. Tony Uragallo 
arrived from the USA again without any advanced notice. Friday 

afternoon he presented himself in Marl and by the way convinced Tim 
to take part as well. Then Jose from Portugal, Martina, Charley, Dirk, 

Rob, Kai, Andrew, Jarno… 
 
 

Many thanks to all the participants, the helping hands, the association, 
Danja & Matthias, the sponsors, the manifest and to Django (Reinhold 

Hertl) who took care of the best photographies from any kind of 
perspective. 

 
 
 
 

S’WoM sponsored by: 
 

CYPRES 
PARALOG 
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W+W CYCLES GLADBECK 

pralle-zeiten.de 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

report : Danni 


